
How do the up and coming, fastest growing partners in the rhipe network identify 
where to play and how to win in a competitive market? We analyzed the vendor and 

solution purchasing patterns of the top 100 highest performers to gain insight.

Red Water. Blue Water.

Growth Strategies
for MSPs

Adapting to win in
Red Water & Blue Water 

Fast growth partners adapt for 
red water conditions by:

Fast growth partners adapt for 
blue water conditions by:

Represents emerging demand for 
new technology and solutions.  

There is less competition to catch the ‘early 
adopting’ fish and greater profit potential. 
Although the size of the deal pool may be 
small to start, blue water offers ‘first mover 
advantage’. Those that catch on early are 
more likely to secure a market lead as 
demand grows.

BLUE
WATER

Represents a mature, highly 
commoditised market. There is a 

high volume of price-driven buyers. Whilst 
there is strong, sustained demand for 
established technologies and solutions, 
competition is intense. Most competitors 
have similar capabilities and credentials in 
the same solution categories, which makes 
it harder to differentiate.  

RED
WATER

So where are these partners fishing for their growth opportunities? 
We've visualised the data to spot where the competition is most intense, 

(and where it's not.)

Fast Growth
100 Purchasing Patterns

Spearfishing: identifying niche use cases that 
apply to many customers

Going deep: developing technical excellence 
in their niche

Optimizing: perfecting service delivery in one 
niche before moving into another

Templating & automating: creating proven 
blueprints for solution and service models so 
they can quickly catch the same kind of fish 
again and again, for less cost.

Charting: only moving on new opportunities 
when it clearly builds value into existing 
capabilities 

Focusing:  value generation is the outcome 
focus for customers. Reducing reliance on 
margins or add-on product sales for revenue 
growth is the outcome focus for the partner

Pursuing: clear differentiation and low cost of 
operation in their business models

Investing: funding research and development 
to commercialise their own intellectual property.

Hybrid Cloud 
As SMB customers seek to balance cost, control, security and 

agility by embracing public cloud, fast growth partners have 
moved to balance their offerings. Hybrid cloud is the most 

commonly adopted strategy as small businesses grow and 
become more sophisticated technology users. This 

makes it rich ground for MSPs that currently only offer 
on-prem and/or private solutions.   

Cloud Operations & 
Management 
This category is an emerging opportunity for 
MSPs to help customers (and themselves) to 
manage and optimise cloud resources and 

spend. Analyse consumption and utilisation, 
break down cost allocations and keep billing 

accurate and efficient. Offer customers more 
visibility into their cloud environment and 

visualise data and reports. Protect margins more 
easily by allocating or deallocating  reserve 

instance discounts, offering customised data views 
or bespoke reporting as a service. 

DaaS 
DaaS is a natural progression for MSPs that are looking for a 

pathway into public cloud offerings that fit with existing 
capabilities. Demand is growing as small businesses seek 
ways to control costs, improve security and support 
mobility. Service providers offer peace of mind to small 
businesses that are concerned about BYOD security risks. 
As well as reducing licensing costs, DaaS makes it easier 
to share approved applications on the devices preferred 
by employees.  

Migration 
The concentration of fast growth partners still in SPLA indicates 

significant potential for cloud migration service offerings. Once an SMB 
customer decides to embrace the cloud, they often seek guidance around the 

intricacies and economics of shifting on-premises services; feasibility, cost, 
security, compliance and so on. The technical services MSPs can offer during this 

phase are lucrative and lay the foundations for future cloud adoption phases.  

www.rhipe.com

Security is a deep blue ocean with surging demand. 
Purchasing patterns suggest fast growth partners 

have already started building capability around 
data, email, network and web security. This makes 

sense in terms of SMB buyers, and the systems 
they perceive as being most at risk. 

Early movers will reap the rewards as they 
guide customers from these fundamentals 
into more nuanced, but essential security 
solution sets.  

SMBs are being more aggressively 
encouraged by Government and 
regulators to ensure their systems are 
comprehensively secured. Recent, 
widely publicised attacks on enterprise 
organisations have seen millions of 
customer details leaked into the market. 
This has the general public on high alert 
and calling for greater regulatory 
control. SMBs will not be exempt. 

Security solutions can be combined with 
lucrative service wraps from consulting, to 

implementation, training and ongoing 
management. It is never a short-term 

requirement, as threats and risks are 
constantly changing. This results in long term, 

deep customer engagement. 

MSPs have good reason to investigate this category 
carefully and be ready to get in front of imminent surges 

in demand.

Virtual Desktop & Operating Systems 
Inflation, global chip shortages and disrupted supply 
chains have driven up the cost of supplying computing 
hardware to employees. BYOD provides some relief but can 
create helpdesk nightmares. A customer base of virtual desktops 
is the solution. Simpler to support, less engineering weight and fewer 
hours needed to deploy and manage.

Digital Workflow 
Automated and paperless processes have driven demand for new 
ways to distribute, manage and govern high volumes of 
unstructured data. Digital signature solutions enable MSPs to 
offer customers a complete system for routing, reviewing and 
approving critical documents internally and externally, with 
adherence to relevant security, compliance and privacy 
settings. MSPs can use the same solutions to provide 
sign-on-glass estimates, quotes, SLAs and contract 
documents, to improve efficiencies in their own 
operations. 

UCaaS 
MSPs are well positioned to help customers utilise hosted, 
cloud-based communications platforms to unify voice, video, 
web conferencing and screen sharing. Solutions in this 
category consolidate the cost of separate hardware, software, 
phones, conference and data sharing apps. New demand is 
emerging for MSPs that can bridge hosted contact centre,  
unified communications and CRM systems, for improved 
customer data management and CX.  

Secure Productivity 
Hybrid work is now entrenched and with it comes 
an increased focus on ensuring and securing 
productivity. MSPs can help customers optimise the 
value of investment in office software suites by 
choosing the  license types that leverage the 
principles of Zero Trust and are secure by design with 
built in capabilities such as end point management and 
threat protection. 

Low Code Automation
Automation in low code also uses visual programming, 
reusable components and pre-existing templates to design 
workflows and processes very rapidly. No script, no code 
required. Low code automation puts process improvements in 
the hands of the process owners, and this reduces the amount 
of IT backlog to be managed. The opportunity for MSPs with 
low code automation is two-fold – win opportunities to 
position it within customer organisations and embrace it to 
achieve greater efficiencies internally. 

Enterprise Applications Backup 
Backup requirements for SaaS applications such as CRM and ERP  

have unique requirements. Multiple entities, huge volumes of 
contacts, complex fields. SaaS applications that are built on top of 

multiple platform services may have data interdependencies to be 
factored in. Business applications such as these are huge data 

generators, and vendors are adapting to help MSPs cover these bases.

Cloud Management 
Controlling administrative overheads on backup is essential. More 
vendors now offer the ability to automate and centrally manage security, 
configurations, permissions and reporting to save time. Partners with a 
keen eye on head hours are taking advantage of automation to save 
time and money.

Migration
Migration – although ubiquitous – turns up as a blue water opportunity 

because of the incremental value that some partners are adding to the 
process. Along with doing the standard lift-and-shift, they're making sure the 

data is properly sanitized and structured to travel.

ERP 
Navigating volatile market conditions is hard without a single source of 
operating truth. ERP solutions provide it, by connecting systems, 
processes and data across all parts of a business. Fast growth partners are 
taking advantage of cloud ERP solutions that leverage their customers' 
existing IT investment and drive more value from legacy systems. They 
have started to position cloud ERP into industries and verticals hit hardest 
by the pandemic. This includes production and goods based SMBs with 
operational models that rely on manufacturing, supply chain, shipping 
and distribution, warehouse and logistics.  

Low Code Applications 
Low code platforms have redefined the economics 
of applications development. The prohibitively 
high cost and technical skills of traditional coding 
are exchanged for composable, reusable, 
drag-and-drop visual programming. MSPs now 
have an economically viable option for offering 
applications development services, and a real 
opportunity to use their own IP and knowledge of 
customer needs to create and commercialise their 
own software applications.   

A closer look at each of the solution domains shows there are blue water 
opportunities to be found, even in highly saturated categories.

Blue Water 
Breakdown
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The top 5 fast growth 
partners have capabilities 
across all five solution 
segments. At the same time, 
the data shows that good 
growth doesn't mean having 
to do it all.

Security is a beautiful, clear 
blue ocean. Partners that 
have moved into this space 
are poised to reap the 
rewards of surging demand 
in the wake of recent 
high-profile breaches.

Hyper-scalers have put 
pressure on private cloud 
profitability. Fast growth 
partners have adapted by 
strategically transitioning 
into public cloud to feed the 
appetite for hybrid models.

ERP & CRM additions to 
portfolio ensures fast growth 
partners lead the rhipe 
network in these categories. 
SMBs need partners that can 
take them from cloud 
foundations all the way to 
more sophisticated cloud 
business applications. 

Business continuity is 
highly saturated and heavily 
commoditised elsewhere in 
the rhipe network. Fast 
growth partners moving 
into this space are 
differentiating by servicing a 
wider range of more 
sophisticated workloads. 

Here's a few 
points that 
really stood 
out to us:
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Want to know more about how the Fast Growth 100 is driving high performance 
outcomes? We commissioned industry analysts to find out and break it down. 

Discover the nine-point success formula when you download our latest research, 
High Performance Strategies for Technology Partners.  
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Business
Continuity

On premises, cloud-native, SaaS, containerised and jumbled 
code bases  – we tip our hats to partners that make the complex 
nature of back-up look easy. There is no one-size-fits-all for the 
protection of data. Some vendors have acquired competitors 
and merged their offerings to be broader. Some are becoming 
more specialised, leaning more into IT Resilience or Disaster 

Recovery as a Service.  

Diversification means there is an opportunity for service 
providers to find a differentiated niche to fill, even in a 

category as entrenched and mature as backup. 

Moving into additional backup subcategories appears 
to have two main drivers: maturing customers 
naturally moving up the value chain or partners 
stepping sideways as they de-invest in competitively 
saturated, price commoditised offerings.  

Some of the key areas of differentiation to consider 
when selecting your backup provider or deciding 
your next step in Business Continuity are:
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